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Last October, a C.D. Howe Institute report – ‘One Percent? For
Real? Insights from Modern Growth Theory about Future Investment
Returns’ – predicted pension funds and retirement savers faced a future
of lower investment returns. The core issue in the report was to demonstrate that the long-run risk free rate of return is anchored by growth
in real income per capita. The implication is that the future slowing of
economic growth tied to aging demographics means that even when
interest rates are normalized by the Bank of Canada, the level of interest rates will remain historically low. This creates a fundamental challenge for pension funds as it means lower than projected returns or
necessitates more risk taking to achieve target returns.
Benefits and Pensions Monitor Meetings & Events assembled
an expert panel to examine this threat and possible solutions using
alternative investments at its ‘Finding Alternatives In Alternatives’
session. It featured:
◆ Craig Alexander, vice-president of economic analysis for the
C.D. Howe Institute and co-author of the report
◆ Claire Johnson, senior vice-president, strategic initiatives at
CIBC Mellon
◆ Jean-Philippe Lemay, chief investment officer for the Canadian division and head of the liability driven investment team
at Fiera Capital.
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he world we’re in today is remarkably different than what
economic theory says the long-term rates of return are
going to look like,” says Craig Alexander, vice-president
of economic analysis for the C.D. Howe Institute.
“From a financial market point of view, we’re in a
very risky, very fragile world economy,” he said. Global economic
growth this year is likely to be close to three per cent. Growth
rates of two per cent are actually what traditionally characterizes
a recession. Healthy growth is four to five per cent, so growth of
three per cent is extraordinarily weak. This is being reflected in the
volatility and the pessimism seen in financial markets and much of
this is due to the shift in emerging markets.
Many emerging market economies are going through a very
tough time because of the correction in commodity prices. Others
were too dependent on cheap foreign capital, which is no longer
flowing in. “It’s also reflecting the fact that some of the governments actually drank their own Kool-Aid and they stopped making the hard decisions in terms of economic reforms for long-term
prosperity. Brazil is a poster child for this sort of thing,” he said.
Canada is adjusting to the low commodity price environment
and this negative commodity shock is going to be here for quite
some time which means “we’re trapped in a slow-growth world,”
said Alexander.
With longer-run asset returns – which is what his paper was
about – ‘One Per Cent For Real,’ the real risk-free rate is anchored
at around one per cent.
For a long-term projection, with asset returns, it starts with the bottom. What’s the risk-free rate going to be? The cash return is basically
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From left, Jean-Philippe Lemay, of Fiera Capital; Claire
Johnson, of CIBC Mellon; and Craig Alexander, of the C.D.
Howe Institute; fielded questions from one of the more than 90
plan sponsors and providers at Benefits and Pensions Monitor’s
‘Finding Alternatives in Alternatives’ event.
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proxied by the three-month T-bill rate; it’s the closest thing to a riskfree financial asset there is. “What you can see is that there’s a very
tight correlation within a very small range of basis points between
the three-month T-bill rate and the Bank of Canada overnight rate.”
Inflation is going to be two per cent because the Bank of Canada’s target is two per cent and since they introduced that target in
1993, the average rate of headline inflation has been 1.85 per cent.
If inflation is stripped off, the real return on cash has been negative for quite some time and economic theory says this is “exceptional. This is not something that can be sustained indefinitely.”
Eventually interest rates have to be normalized.
Economic theory says that the risk free rate should be anchored
by the pace of real GDP growth in per capita terms.
So the issue becomes where is the Canadian economy going
from here? An economy grows either because there are more
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people or people are used more productively. If the population is
aging, labour force growth is going to slow and as it slows, unless
“you have some miracle on the productivity side – and I would
stress Canada actually has a very deep productivity problem –
your trend rate of growth in your economy is going to drop.” Real
GDP per capita forecasts range from 1.25 down to 0.75 per cent,
so the neutral real level of the overnight rate going forward over
the next couple of decades could be somewhere between 0.75 and
one per cent. If inflation is added to that, a neutral Bank of Canada
overnight rate is about 2.75 to three per cent and this anchors the
three-month T-bill expectation. “This is well below what financial
markets considered to be neutral before the last recession.”
Once one has an expectation for cash, one can derive estimates
for returns on other asset classes, like bonds and equities, by adding risk premiums on to the risk free rate. “For government bonds,
you add on a term risk premium and an inflation premium. If you’re
looking outside of government bonds, you’d put on liquidity and
default premiums. What we can see is there’s been a secular decline
in bond yields and a lot of this is going to be sustained. Quite frankly,
the low and stable interest rate environment created by the Bank of
Canada’s monetary policy is going to persist. Even when interest
rates come back up, even when the overnight rate comes back up,
bond yields are going to remain very low by historical standards.
“I would also stress is that the slope of the yield curve is going
to remain extraordinarily flat.” As a result, economic theory suggests that Canadian government bonds will only offer long-run
returns of around 3.5 to 3.75 percent per annum. Add on an equity
risk premium, and one might expect equities to deliver a return of
6.5 to seven per cent.
“The real question from a pension perspective is how do you
deal with the fact that right now we’re in the most ridiculously
low interest rate environment that we can possibly ever imagine,
with the possibility that short-term rates could actually turn negative? Meanwhile, even when we get out of this world that we’re in,
demographics, productivity, and long-term economic performance
suggest we are not going to go back into a world where interest
rates are anything like what was thought normal before the financial crisis of 2008. This is because of structural changes that are
happening in the economy.”
●● ●
A large number of drivers are prompting plan sponsors to contemplate why they might want to consider alternatives, said Claire
Johnson, senior vice-president, strategic initiatives at CIBC Mellon.
Alternatives have been around for well over a decade, much
longer when real estate is included. These vehicles are becoming
more viable solutions for plan sponsors for a number of reasons.
Firstly, equities are expensive and interest rates are not going to
deliver sufficient growth for funding gaps which are growing with
the mortality rate table changes and increased life span expectations. Additionally, comparisons of results against benchmarks are
no longer sufficient when managing time horizons for liabilities and
liability driven investing (LDI). Matching is critical in order to meet
obligations and alternatives are a way of achieving these goals.
In Canada, the largest alternative asset allocation is to real
estate and infrastructure is really the largest growth story in the last
five years. As for hedge funds, 44 per cent of global fund managers
anticipate introducing a new fund product by the end of 2016 and
more than six in 10 expect an increase in hedge fund assets under
management, said Johnson. Specifically, over 80 per cent of those
managers offering liquid alternative funds expect further growth
for these strategies going forward.

According to the Canadian Institutional Investment Network,
alternative assets have grown to $341 billion from $186 billion
in 2010. CIBC Mellon’s clients have been experiencing the same.
“What’s interesting, though, is that globally, things are a little bit
different,” she said. “Canada and the U.S. use more private equity,
hedge funds, and real estate than the Europe, Middle East and
Africa (EMEA) region. EMEA uses more credit derivatives and
interest rate derivatives than North American plans. As well, 56
per cent of Canadian investors always invest in real estate assets,
compared to 17 per cent in EMEA and 20 per cent in the U.S.”
The low interest rate environment, along with the equity challenges, means alternative usage is going to continue and, in fact,
grow. “Back in 2007 and 2008 when we were speaking with clients, they were all very eager to get into alternatives, with many of
them achieving 30 per cent allocation approval within their portfolios from their boards. However, they have been very slow in the
take up for a number of very practical reasons,” she said.
Pension plans manage their investment portfolios in some order
of risk appetite, return, asset mix, liquidity availability and requirements, the cost of the investment, and the ability to execute. It’s the
last one, the ability to execute on a strategy when combined with
the amount of liquidity needed to invest in alternatives which has
resulted in a slow pick up especially for plans with less than $10
billion in assets under management.
The ability to execute on the complexity of the analysis required
to get certainty over their risk and understanding the impact on
their portfolios has also been a reason why they have not gone into
alternatives in a way that they had originally anticipated.
What gives big funds the confidence to invest in alternatives
is their sheer size. With that comes the ability to demand transparency on their investments, to make direct investments, and to
manage for liquidity requirements. The largest plans are investing
directly in infrastructure; the smaller ones are investing through
other vehicles. Investing directly gives the largest plans the lower
costs and greater control that they’re looking for.
Of note, many plans actually do not have an alternative bucket
anymore. “We talk about alternatives generally, but most report
and manage real estate, infrastructure, private equity, and hedge
funds very differently,” she said. Almost all plans, regardless of
size, have an allocation to real estate, whether they have invested
directly in the building or whether they have a REIT or some type
of investment through an equity position. It’s a staple of all portfolios. The reason it is included with other alternatives is because
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looking to harvest are very different from the key risk premiums
it has the exact same challenges – lack of transparency, lack of
that we are looking at in traditional markets.”
benchmarking, and pricing delays.
With increased volatility, especially on the downside, if the
“It’s important, therefore, for plans to be considering how
expected return on the beta is going down, the alpha portion needs to
they get comfortable with managing the risk effectively, consider
play a bigger role. That is where alternative investment comes into play.
liquidity options, and assess how they can improve their ease of
In today’s interest rate environment, focusing on the income
execution to achieve the returns they’re looking for to meet their
side of alternatives will lead to better sources of income and that
liabilities,” she said.
will most likely be achieved through the use of alternative credits.
She offered three takeaways. “Really look at position-level
Those looking to deploy capital into alternatives do so in three
data, get as granular as you can,” she said. For example, “when
different ways. The first is a co-mingled solution – pooled funds
you look at real estate, real estate is not real estate is not real
that include different strategies, whether on the income side or the
estate. Any piece of real estate does not have the same measures
capital appreciation side.
and does not have the same risks as another, so it’s important to
Others have specific objectives that can best be met through
really understand what each individual component means to your
customized managed account programs.
portfolio.”
The third involves direct co-investments. “With some clients,
Increased transparency is what everybody is looking for. “The
we are actually bringing them on board as partners for specific
big guys have it because of their size and the smaller plans can get
opportunities through co-investments,”
it because of the availability of informahe said.
tion now. They should continue to push
Amongst the alternative income catfor it.
“Really look at
egory and more specifically real assets,
“Then lastly, monitor your risk. Make
real estate has been very attractive for
sure you have a standard process and
position-level data,
pension clients because it provides
make sure you’re using a uniform proget as granular as you can.”
inflation protection, low correlation
cess across your whole portfolio, whether
(especially with the direct approach),
you’re looking at your equities, your
and stable income generation. Furtherbonds, your cash, or your alternatives.
more, for those investors that are first dipping their toes into the
Utilizing different risk programs for each component doesn’t give
alternatives space, real estate is a specific asset class that people
you the combined perspective that you actually need.”
understand and have an inherent level of comfort with.
Furthermore, the illiquidity premium can not only be har●● ●
vested and used as a driver of return, it also includes a built-in
smoothing mechanism. “The stabilization of actual returns that
When Fiera Capital started, it quickly realized that going forcomes from the liquidity aspect and the removal of the mark-toward the traditional 60/40 pension fund model would not work in
market can be very attractive for the management of risk mitigaterms of expected return and addressing the specific funding of
tion funds,” said Lemay.
pension expectations and liability matching, said Jean-Philippe
One of the key changes creating opportunity in the alternatives
Lemay, its chief investment officer for the Canadian division and
space now is due to changes in banking legislation which is caushead of the liability driven investment team.
ing a market dislocation that can be exploited by investors. Not
In order to solve this, the firm built an alternatives platform
only must banks repatriate a significant amount of capital, they are
based on two primary pillars. The first was the belief that small
also looking to share the risk in certain lending opportunities. They
and medium-size pension funds should have the same access to
want to partner with others. This has created an opportunity in the
alternative strategies as the large funds. As a result, an initiative
private lending space. “If you have smaller firms that need to borwas undertaken to ensure that the vehicles were in place for investrow debt, but do not necessarily have access to the banking system
ors of all sizes. The second aspect was how it initially created
or the public debt market, the private lending sector represents a
and manufactured absolute return strategies. The firm identified
viable option to build a bridge between the entrepreneurs’ need for
individuals with specific talents within the traditional space and
financing and the various lending channels,” he said.
removed the constraints of traditional mandates so that they could
“So in the private lending space, we are actually creating limadd value on an absolute basis. While the offering has evolved to
ited partnerships in which we are partnering with well-established
include dedicated teams of experts that have always focused on
players within specific sectors and we are able to co-invest and
the alternative space, some of the key strategies to this day remain
access opportunities that are very attractive for our clients in terms
those that followed the initial approach.
of delivering attractive and stable levels of income.”
“We actually view the world in terms of the investment stratNo discussion of the pension investment today can take place
egy landscape,” he said. “There is the traditional versus alternative
without some mention of LDI. “Everyone knows that pension
dimension and the income versus return seeking dimension. If we
funds, when they start thinking about managing against their liabillook into the alternative space, the key risk premiums that we are
ities, divide the portfolio into two components: the liability hedging component (mainly consisting of bonds) and the return seeking
Benefits and Pensions Monitor would
component,” he said. The goal is to reduce the surplus volatility of
the plan, not only the volatility on the asset side.
like to thank the Sponsor of this Event
One way to reduce surplus volatility is to control the absolute volatility of the return-seeking portfolio. The absolute return
oriented drivers and low correlations to traditional asset classes
offered by alternative strategies will typically result in welldiversified return-seeking portfolios with more limited downside
risk and lower overall volatility, said Lemay.
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